
 
 
Minutes from VMA Board meeting on March 13, 2018 
 
Present: Chris Carle, Alicia Chalmers, TJ Chitekwe, Bill Johnston, Steve Lobel, Christine 
Schlesinger and Roberto Villanueva 
 
VMA staff: Neil Phillips, Shannon Rohrer-Phillips, Cindy Day, Louis Parler and Mary Luisa 
Berges 
 
Chair called the meeting to order at 3:03 PM. 
 
Motion for approval of minutes from Jan 9, 2018 was made by Christine and seconded by Steve 
Lobel and passed unanimously. 
 
Neil and Mary Luisa brought us up to date on school house events. 100 students were enrolled. 
Results from January iReady testing were quite good with all classes doing A work in Math and 
C level in Reading. The overall score would give us a B or even a B+. Questions about the 
improvements in grades, the correlation to FSA scores and next steps were asked and answered. 
Last year’s results pointed to a C grade and we received a C+. Year-over-year growth goals were 
commented on with mention of the third grade FSU class’s improvement in the average scale 
score. Mary Luisa shared her staff’s ability to differentiate “Thrive” and “Buckle” students as 
they responded to test taking and told of how “tapping” one’s face could relieve stress as a form 
of meditation. The next round of testing begins after the late March break. Reading scores could 
be improved with funding to buy more library books particularly for K through 2nd grades.  
 
The charter renewal process continues. Discussion about a pipeline for enrollment and partnering 
with other pre-K institutions, like Head Start, was also brought up. The help of Lori White with 
teachers and staff was recognized and her efforts were praised for which the board and founders 
are most grateful. 
 
Neil mentioned concerns over immigration issues and shared details of a meeting that he, Mary 
Luisa, Roberto, Alicia and Bill attended with Lori White. The school will work with the parents 
of our students wherever appropriate.  Roberto pointed out a banner on the property that was 
poorly translated into Spanish and offered to help with any future need in that arena. 
 
Louis introduced the upcoming budget and shared cash flow numbers. He will continue to work 
with Steve and TJ to fine tune the budget and we will vote on it, when done, either electronically 
or by telephone. Louis shared discussions with the pastor of leasing more space and the 
possibility of purchasing the facility. This has been presented to the Carter Group as a possible 
inclusion in a future capital campaign. There was a lengthy discussion of enrollment and need of 
future space as headcount approaches 150 students. One or two more classrooms could be 
needed. The use of the church as a Pre-K facility was discussed as a possibility in the future after 
the school is relocated to the new property. 



 
Louis showed us a chart of teacher and administrator salaries. Concerns were voiced over 
ensuring that we retain our best teachers and staff and establishing compensation structures to 
avoid. No decisions were reached until later in executive session. 
 
Shannon shared statistics on fundraising as well as updates on consultants. Community 
Foundation of Sarasota will be the lead sponsor of SHINE ON and other sponsorships will be 
solicited. Carter Group could test for as much as a $15 Million campaign and will interview 27 
large donors not only in this area but also New York and Washington, DC as well. Interviews 
will begin soon and should be complete by mid-April. Final conclusions will be presented in 
June.  
 
Voss & Associates have presented several possibilities for a new tag line but none have been 
approved yet. Several of the suggestions in the Voss Marketing study will be implemented by 
our staff. 
 
Meeting transitioned into Executive Session at 4:45 PM and the VMA staff all left.  The Board 
discussed compensation for the upcoming fiscal year beginning July 1, 2018 and a motion was 
made by Roberto and seconded by TJ to adjust salaries, which passed unanimously.  The  
 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:35 PM. 
 


